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Abstract— In the recent years, several methods are proposed
for mining frequent data query sets, but almost all of them
suffer from the problems like generating large number of
candidate generation and large number of database scans.
This paper is about the related work for frequent data set
mining algorithms and how to overcome the drawbacks of
previously constructed algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Data Mining:
Mining of knowledge from data. Data Mining means
extracting useful information from the huge set of data. The
raw data is of no use until converted into useful information.
Data Mining is defined as extracting the information from
the huge set of data.
B. Web Data Mining:
is the application of data mining techniques to Web data.
Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to
extract knowledge from web data, i.e. web content, web
structure, and web usage data. The process may involve preprocessing the original data, integrating data from multiple
sources, and transforming the integrated data into a form
suitable for input into specific data mining operations.
Web content mining involves efficiently extracting
useful and relevant information from different web sites and
databases. Web content mining targets the knowledge
discovery, in which the main objects are the traditional
collections of text documents and also the collections of
multimedia documents such as images, videos, audios,
which are embedded in or linked to the web pages.
C. Frequent Dataset Mining:
is the process of pattern mining. Frequent dataset mining
generates the data sets that are frequently occurred in the
system. It provides pattern of interesting data sets and helps
in the user behaviour. Frequent item sets are sets of item that
are frequent occurred in the datasets.
There are various traditional approaches used in
mining of frequent item-sets. One of the approaches is
Apriori algorithm. In this approach, association rule is
applied on the datasets. The support value(s) of each item in
the dataset is calculated if the value satisfies the minimum
threshold value (c) then that item will be added in the
frequent item-set.
It is a level by level approach. At each level,
numbers of candidate item-sets get increased. It is a bottomup approach where items in frequent subsets are increased
by one at each level which is known as process of candidate
generation. At each level, it generates the candidate itemsets of length k from the k-1 length of item-sets and after

pruning of candidate item-set which is done by eliminating
the infrequent item-sets. Scanning of dataset is done at each
level for pruning process.
D. Association Rules:
Association rule is one of the most widely used data mining
concepts. The goal of an association rule mining algorithm
is to discover associations between data items.
It is classically defined as:
Let I be a set of items i1, i2, i3. . . in. Let T = t1, t2. . .
tm. be a set of transactions. Each transaction t in T has
unique id and contains a subset of items in I.
An association rule implies the following
;
where X is a subset of I, Y is a subset of I, and X Y = .
Examples of association mining applications are
market basket analysis, medical diagnosis and research, web
site navigation analysis and home and security.
An association rule is illustrated in example:
Bread → Cheese (support = 10%, confidence =
90%)
This rule says that 10% of customers bought bread
and cheese together and those who bought bread, also
bought cheese 90% of the time.
Support and confidence are two important
measurements association rule mining.
Support and confidence are defined as follows:
1) Support:
The support of a rule, X →Y, is the percentage of
transactions in T that contains XUY, and can be seen as an
).
estimate of the probability (
The rule support thus determines how frequent the rule is
applicable in the transaction set T. Let n be the number of
transactions in T.
The support of the rule X →Y is computed as
follows:
(

)

(1.1)

2) Confidence:
The confidence of a rule, X →Y, is the percentage of
transactions in T that contain X also contain Y. It can be
seen as an estimate of the conditional probability, P(Y | X).
It is computed as follows:
(

)

(1.2)

II. RELATED WORK
Naili Liu, Lei Ma[1] proposed the improved algorithm,
which constructs the directed graph and generate candidate
item sets by using the directed neighbor nodes set, the
algorithm need traverse the directed graph only once.
Kamika Chaudhary, Santosh Kumar Gupta [2]
have proposed a new method for prioritizing the web pages
based on web usage and web content data. The proposed
method uses Genetic Algorithm for providing good quality
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web pages as a result of user query. The method includes
the parameters from both web usage and web content
mining.
R. Vijaya Prakash, Dr. Govardhan, Dr. S.S.V.N.
Sharma [3] have proposed the application of Genetic
Algorithm for improvement of the generation of Frequent
Item set with numeric attributes instead of binary or discrete
attributes. They have claimed that this approach will be
advantageous in the discovery of frequent item sets during
global search with relatively less time due to greedy
approach.
Xiaowei Yan et al. [4] designed a genetic algorithm
based strategy for identifying association rules without
specifying actual minimum support their work was based on
elaborate encoding method and for fitness function they
used relative confidence.
T. Sunil kumar, Dr. K. Suvarchala[5] aim is to
explore the role of data mining for information extraction in
web content, structure and usages mining in current web
models, and the outlines the process of extracting patterns
from data
Pratima Gautam, K. R. Pardasani[8] presented an
efficient version of Apriori algorithm for mining multi-level
association rules in large databases to finding maximum
frequent itemset at lower level of abstraction. She proposed
a new, fast and an efficient algorithm (SC-BF Multilevel)
with single scan of database for mining complete frequent
item sets.
Abhijit Raorane, R.V.Kulkarni[11] objective is to
know consumer behaviour, and to know consumer
psychological condition at the time of purchase and how
suitable data mining method apply to improve conventional
method.
Arvind Jaiswal, Gaurav Dubey[12] proposed a
different approach finding frequent item sets. Frequent item
sets are generated using the Apriori association rule mining
algorithm. Then genetic algorithm has been applied on the
generated frequent item sets to generate the rules containing
positive attributes, the negation of the attributes with the
consequent part consists of single attribute and more than
one attribute.
Jiao Yabing [13] proposed an improved algorithm
of association rules, the classical Apriori algorithm. Finally,
the improved algorithm is verified, the results show that the
improved algorithm is reasonable and effective, can extract
more value information.
Charanjeet Kaur [14] presented a survey of recent
research work carried by different researchers.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
To find out frequent datasets existing methods suffers the
problem of huge candidate generation and number of
database scans.
The genetic approach is proposed for frequent
pattern mining in web content database using various
genetic operators (Reproduction, Crossover, mutation). GA
variables are represented by chromosomes.
The main objective is to reduce the large number of
candidate generation and large number of database scans
which are drawbacks of various previous algorithms like
Apriori algorithm, Partition algorithm, Border algorithm,
Pincer-search algorithm, FP-tree growth algorithm etc.

There are continuous research going on finding the simple
and efficient algorithm for mining frequent dataset for easy
implementation and efficient results.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
Our aim of research would be to study the existing
methods and to develop a new method for finding
improved data query set using genetic algorithm
operators (crossover, mutation) and then check results of
our method using MATLAB. We would also compare
our proposed method with the existing methods.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Data mining field involves the study of various
techniques to discover and model hidden patterns in
large volumes of raw data. Various traditional
approaches suffer from many drawbacks. So, need for
other algorithm which has better performance than
previous algorithms.
In the future, the focus is on improving the
running time of traditional algorithms by improving the
data structure. Also, previous algorithms can further be
improved by reducing number of candidates generation
and reducing the data scans.
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